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• Markets stay relatively quiet at the beginning of the week as investors assess the latest

developments. China’s rejection of the hopes of dumping zero-covid policy joined an uptick in the

virus numbers from the dragon nation to offer a negative start to the week.

• Bloody Friday for the mighty DXY was led by accelerating odds for a slowdown in the pace of

hiking interest rates adopted by the Federal Reserve (Fed) earlier. The US central bank has been

hiking rates by 75 basis points (bps) and now critical rates are one bigger hike far from the

proposed terminal rates.

• Chicago Fed President Charles L. Evans cited on Friday that the time is ripe for smaller rate hikes

by the Fed to avoid tightening monetary policy more than needed and slow the pace further once

risks become more "two-sided”, as reported by Reuters.

• Later in the session, September Consumer Credit Change will be the only data featured in the US

economic docket. November Sentix Investor Confidence for the Eurozone will be looked upon for

fresh impetus. Finally, investors will pay close attention to comments from central bank officials.
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 The EURUSD pair is marching gradually toward the immediate hurdle of 0.9950, paring daily

losses amid a positive shift in risk sentiment on Monday.

 ECB Governing Council member and French central bank governor Francois Villeroy de Galhau

told the Irish Times that they were not far from the neutral rate, beyond which the pace of rate

increases could be more flexible and slower. In the meantime, the data from Germany revealed

that Industrial Production expanded by 0.6% on a monthly basis in September. This reading came

in much stronger than the market expectation for a contraction of 0.8% but failed to help the Euro

(EUR).

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass Friday's high at 0.9967, which will send the pair to the

parity. A breach of the latter will drive the major to 1.0050, followed by October 27 high around

1.0100. On the contrary, bears can take control if the major plunge below the support of 0.9900.

This will drag the pair towards 0.9850, followed by October 24 low surrounding 0.9800.
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 GBP/USD has picked up bids around 1.1340, consolidating the biggest daily gains in a month. It’s

worth noting that the hawkish comments from Bank of England (BoE) Chief Economist Huw Pill,

published on Friday, Also favor the GBPUSD bulls. “We still think there is more to do on

inflation pressures,” said BOE’s Pill.

 “Early drafts of the statement to be delivered on Nov. 17 contain plans for up to 35 billion pounds

of spending cuts and up to 25 billion pounds of tax rises, likely to include freezing income tax

thresholds and targeting dividend tax relief, the Guardian report said,” said Reuters.

 A sustained move above Friday's high at 1.1380 will direct GBP/USD bulls towards October 05

high around 1.1500. On the contrary, the support of 1.1280 restricts the immediate GBP/USD

downside ahead of last week's low surrounding 1.1150.
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 The USD/JPY takes offers to renews intraday high around 147.34, trimming previous day's

losses during Monday’s Asian session. Japan's Ministry of Finance (MOF) is considering

increasing two-year government bond issuance by 100 billion Japanese Yen (JPY) for Fiscal

Year (FY) 2022/23, as well as increasing six-month Treasury discount bills, to fund economic

stimulus, Reuters reported on Monday, reviewing a government draft document.

 The draft document showed that the planned increment will bring the annual issuance of the 2-

year bonds to JPY33.9 trillion for the current fiscal year ending next March, Reuters noted.

 The lower band of two-week symmetrical triangle near 146.00 will restrict immediate USD/JPY

downside before directing the bears to September 07 high around 145.00. Alternatively, a

sustained move above the resistance of 148.50 will send the asset to 150.00, followed by October

21 high around 152.00.
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 XAU/USD has sensed selling pressure after hitting the resistance of $1,680 in the Tokyo session.

The disappointing trade figures from China and the waning optimism about China easing

coronavirus-related restrictions force market participants to adopt a cautious stance.

 In October, China's trade surplus widened modestly to $85.15 billion from $84.74 billion,

missing the market expectation of $95.95 billion by a wide margin. Earlier in the day, China

reported 5,496 new locally transmitted cases of COVID-19 on November 6. This number marks

the highest one-day increase since May 2, when strict lockdown measures were introduced.

 Should the asset drops below November 02 high around $1,670, the supports of $1,660 and

$1,650 will challenge the bearish moves before highlighting November 03 high around $1,640.

On the other hand, a sustained move above the downtrend line from August 10 high near $1,680

will send the precious metal to October 05 low around $1,700.
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 US stocks see-sawed in Friday trading before closing higher as markets assessed the October jobs

report that showed a stronger-than-projected headline print and a rising unemployment rate.

 The S&P 500 added around 1.36% to 3,770.56. All sectors posted gains, led by materials,

financials and communication services.

 The laggard on the S&P 500 was Warner Bros. Discovery, down 13%, after the company swung to

a third-quarter net loss and sales missed market expectations. Starbucks reported stronger-than-

expected results for fiscal fourth-quarter as high demand for its coffee led people to spend more

on their orders. Shares gained 8.5%, among the top performers on the S&P 500.

 For more upside, bulls need to surpass 3,800, which will send the index to 3,840. On the contrary,

bears can take control if the asset plunge below last week's low around 3,700. This will drag the

index towards October 21 low surrounding 3,640.
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